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Structures

Sound synthesis by means of simulated physical
models has gained popularityin the last few years.
One of the principalreasons for this interest is that
this technique, based on modeling the mechanism of
production of sound, seems to offer the musician
simpler tools for controlling and producingboth new
and traditionalsonorities. In general the aim of any
model is to describe the fundamental aspects of the
phenomenon in question by means of mathematical
relationships. Most often models are used for purposes of analysis. In science and engineering,models
are commonly used for the purposeof understanding
physical phenomena. This is especially true in musical acoustics, where it is common practice to study a
traditionalinstrument through its physical model in
orderto understandhow it works (Keefe 1992;
Woodhouse 1992).In the pioneeringwork of Hiller
and Ruiz (1971),physical models were used with the
goal of producingmusical sounds. Since that time,
physical models have been used for synthesis purposes.
In this article we examine how models can be constructed for musical applications and discuss the
principles that inspire the most widely used synthesis algorithms. We will also try to comparephysicalmodel-basedand traditionalsynthesis methods by
discussing their structuralproperties.Forall structures and models discussed below there are some important general truths. First, a common way of
approachingthe problem of modeling physical systems is to describe their observedbehavior in the frequency domain. Frequencymodels are particularly
effective for the description of linear systems, but
such systems rarelyapply for musical instruments.
When nonlinearities must be taken into account,
modeling in the frequencydomain often becomes
unfeasible, especially when strong nonlinearities are

involved. In this case, models in the time domain are
preferable.Moreover,we know that any simulation
requiresthe continuous-time model to be made discrete. This, of course, must be done in such a way as
to reproducewith good approximationthe behavior
of the continuous-time model to which it refers.
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Forus, the aim of synthesis by physical models is to
realize models for the generationof sounds, which
can be accessed in a natural and intuitive fashion by
the user duringboth the composition process and the
performance.In fact, what stimulate interest in this
synthesis technique are two fundamentalhypotheses: (1) timbral complexity is determinedby the
model structureand, as a consequence, by the structure of the algorithm that implements the model;
and (2) there exists a precise relationshipbetween the
reaction of a physical instrument to a certain action,
and the reaction of its model. These hypotheses are
related to the fact that synthesis by physical models
is based on the simulation of the sound production
mechanism ratherthan the sound itself. The first hypothesis suggests that a good physical model should
generatea certain timbral complexity like a traditional musical instrument, while the second suggests
that the parametriccontrol is easier and more intuitive with an algorithmbased on a physical model
than with other models (e.g., additive or subtractive
synthesis).
The design of an instrument model can be approachedin several ways, which, in general,are
based on two differentviewpoints. One is that of the
physicist, who is interested primarilyin the study of
the sound generationmechanism; thereforethis
point of view is mainly analytic. The other is that of
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tion. Forexample, a violin may be easily and naturally decomposed as in (a),but if we identify strings,
bridge,and sound boardwith the linear part of the instrument, and the bow with the nonlinear part,we
get a decomposition of the kind describedin (c).Finally, if we identify the linear parts of the instrument with the resonatorand the nonlinear parts
with the excitation, we obtain a functional decomposition, like the one describedin (b).Even though the
excitation and the resonatorthat arise from the apStructures
Formal
and
Physical, Functional,
plication of this procedureare intended in a generalized sense, the choice of identifying the resonator
To develop a model of a complex system such as a
traditionalmusical instrument, it is helpful to parti- with the linear part and the excitation with the nonlinear part is not coincidental. In fact, applyingthis
tion the model into simpler submodel "blocks"in
such a way that the description can be given in terms procedureto any traditionalinstrument we always
of the individual blocks and the modality of their in- get a functional decomposition that agreeswith our
terconnection. There are several ways to accomplish intuition.
such a subdivision, accordingto the goal that we
want to reach. Among the various possibilities we
White-Boxand Black-BoxApproaches
cite three criteria:(a)physical resemblance, (b)funcdeof
the
formal
tional structure,and (c) simplicity
Developing a model for physical synthesis means
scription. Partitioningaccordingto physical
of
the
instrusubdivision
resemblance consists of the
solving essentially two problems:find a suitable deto
describe.
ment in parts that are physically simple
scription of the blocks and specify the modality of
in
For example, the violin can be subdivided strings, their interconnection. We will first approachthe
problem of describingthe blocks independentlyfrom
bridge,sound board,and bow. In the case of partieach other, and then we will discuss how to properly
tioning accordingto functional structure,the musical instrument is divided into two parts that assume couple them. There are two extreme strategiesfor
the description of the individual blocks: black boxes
the function of the "excitation," the part of the instrument that causes and sometimes supportsthe vi- and white boxes.
bratoryphenomenon, and that of the "resonator,"
the site where the musically interesting vibratory
Black Box
phenomena take place. An example of such a functional separationcan be given for a violin in terms of In this case the model is describedonly by an input/
the bow, which representsthe excitation, and of the
output relationship, as shown in Fig. la. This drasticombination of sound boardand strings, which concally limits the choice of the signals that can be involved in the descriptionof the model. Forinstance,
stitutes the resonator.When partitioningaccording
to the simplicity of the formal description, the model we can think of a perturbedstring in terms of local
is also divided into blocks, but the subdivision is acdisplacement, transversevelocity, transverseforce,
and
so on, while, with this approach,the signals
of
the
model
characteristics
to
the
formal
cording
the
must
be chosen a prioriaccordingto the availableI/
of
to
the
in
simplicity
and, particular,according
thus
ocThis
subdivision
O
always
relationship. Furthermore,a black-box strategy
resulting equations.
makes it difficult to choose properlythe operative
curs a posteriori, that is, once the model equations
are derived.For example, we might divide a model in conditions of the model. Forexample, it would be
linear and nonlinear parts.
very difficult to choose freely theposition from
All of these criteria share a common functional in- which a distributedstructurelike a reed or a string is
terpretationof the elements of the model decomposi- observed.In general, aspects like those mentioned

the instrument designer,who is interested mainly in
the quality of the producedsonorities. This second
viewpoint is much more synthesis-oriented, and the
implementation of the model results is even more
important than the model itself. In fact, a synthetic
approachrequiresthe instrument designerto pay
particularattention to structures and algorithms.

Borin,DePoli, and Sarti
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Fig. 1. (a) Black-box
scheme; (b) white-box
scheme.

els that are flexible, but difficult to apply. Forexample, we may describea string by means of the differential equations that govern its motion. What we
get is a set of equations that accuratelydescribethe
system but are very difficult to solve for most realistic cases. With this strategy,the number of elements
to be simulated often grows quite rapidlyas we try to
refine the model because it is necessary for the structure of the mechanism to be spatially quantized.On
the one hand, this categoryof models allows the user
to access its structurein all of its parts,but it is necessary, on the other hand, to simulate the motion in
all of its parts. This is most often an unnecessaryrequirement that results in an unmotivated increase in
the complexity of the model and of its implementation. In both cases, the problem reduces to that of the
identification and synthesis of a dynamical system
(linearor nonlinear).

a)

XE

b)
Interconnection
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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What is describedin the white-box case is the whole
mechanism of generation,as depicted in Fig. lb. As a
consequence, this synthesis strategyresults in mod-

The various parts of a model are connected to each
other and to the "outside world" (in our case). These
interconnections carryinformation that is unidirectional (feed-forward)in the simplest case. Physically
this means that no reaction correspondsto the action
exerted by one block on another.When the reaction
cannot be neglected, we have a bidirectionalexchange of information,which correspondsto a feedback interconnection. In this case the dynamic
behavioris generallymore varied and difficult to
forecast.If there are more than two blocks, they can
be composed using either unidirectionalor bidirectional interconnections. Notice, however, that even
if all connections are feed-forward,the resulting
whole structurecan be feedback.
Physical instruments must interact with the outside world, as they, on the one hand, must be controlled by the performerand, on the other, must
generate a sound to radiate.In the model it is common practice to consider the actions of the performer
as feed-forward,even though more sophisticated
feedbackmodels have been proposedby Cadoz,
Luciani, and Floreas(1984).Moreover,in a real instrument, the sound is diffusedbecause of the vibra-
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above may dramaticallyaffect the behavior of the
model. Thereforea black-box strategy often results
in a model that is too rigid to be useful for efficient
synthesis.
White Box

tion of some surfacein air,while in simulatedmodels it is fairlycommonto listen to the soundwhich
is takenfroma precisepointof the modelanddifAdrien(1990)is currently
fusedby loudspeakers.
workingon the problemof how to improvethis traditionallyacceptedway of makingsynthesized
soundslistenable.

Excitation
Thereareseveralcriteriato use in findinga suitable
blockdecompositionof a physicalmodel,andall of
them aregenerallyisomorphicto a functionaldecompositionthatsplitsthe modelinto two blocks

called resonator and excitation. This decomposition,

besidesbeingverygeneral,is particularlyconvenient
forsynthesispurposes,as ourintuitioncanbe very
helpfulin specifyingmodelsof the individualparts.
that
Wewill analyzein detailthe variousapproaches
canbe followedforthe synthesisof excitationsand
resonatorsbelow,with referenceto the functionalinterpretationof the elementsthat constitutethe
modelof the musicalinstrument.

allow for infinitely oscillating trajectories.In the first
case we have a "dissipative"resonator;in the second
case we have the less realistic case of an undamped
oscillating system.
Let us consider the case of the plucked string. We
can imagine the string'shaving a certain initial distribution of displacements with respect to the rest
condition. A realistic initial distribution could be
"triangular"(with one edge at the plucking point).
The initial state of the system thus correspondsto
that distribution of displacements and zero initial velocities of all the points of the string. When the
string is released the system state, unforced,begins
to evolve (Hiller and Ruiz 1971).A synthesis technique that roughly models this is the Karplus-Strong
algorithm, in which the initial condition is set at
randomby initializing the state variableswith random values ("noise").
A synthesis technique in which the choice of initial condition is important appearsto lend itself
/ quite well to those instruments in which the free
evolution of states is preponderant,while it is not as
useful for persistently excited instruments. Moreover, the transients one gets from such a model are
often ratherdull from a musical point of view.

Setting the Initial Conditions

Direct Generation

The method of choosing the initial conditions for a
model is applicableto resonatorswhose response
manifests itself as a free evolution. As mentioned
above a resonatorcan always be consideredlinear.
To be more precise, a resonatorcan be treated-without loss of generality-as a linear dynamical system.
As such, it cannot robustly allow for more than one
equilibrium state, which, in orderto be of practical
interest, must be a "stable focus"; this means that
any trajectoryin the state space must be a convergent spiral.In other words, whatever the initial condition may be, the variablesthat we end up
observingwill oscillate. The method of setting up
the initial conditions consists of making the system
begin in a state that is differentfrom the equilibrium, then observingthe unforcedtrajectoryof the
system. That the equilibrium of the resonatormust
be a stable focus is not strictly true, as we can also

Forpersistently excited instruments we think of the
excitation not just as a "device"that provides the
system with a particularinitial state, but as a welldefined system acting on a separateresonator.In certain cases we can assume that such an excitation is
simply a black box whose behavioris not influenced
by that of the resonator.We can use any system able
to generatethe desiredexcitation signal, ratherthan
focusing on a model of the excitation. A classic and
efficient example is given by table-lookupgenerators.
We can include in the direct generationclass those
excitations for which a weak feedbackfrom the resonator is allowed in terms of slow variation of the excitation parameters.Notice that the signals that
come from gestural actions of the performeron the
input devices of the instrument may be treatedas excitation signals and generatedwith a system which
can be included in this class.
Borin,DePoli, and Sarti
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Fig. 2. An example of a
memoryless nonlinear
model of an excitation, the
reed of a clarinet: the function is defined as u(t) = A(y
+ H) 4/3(P -P) 2/3wheny >
H, and u(t) = 0 when y < H.

information coming from the resonator,which describes its reaction to the excitation. Another new
aspect of this technique is given by the presence of
nonlinearity, which, even if memoryless, gives rise
to particularlyinteresting behavior,especially during
the initial transient (attack)(Smith 1986).
Mechanical Model

where y(t) is the "excitation signal" and x(t) is the
corresponding"response"of the resonator.In this expression, xE(t)representsan "exteral" input signal
that normally incorporatesthe excitation actions of
the performer,and f () is a nonlinear function. Since
such a function is memoryless, this model neglects
any dynamic behavior of the excitation element
(McIntyre,Schumacher,and Woodhouse 1983).For
the clarinet, for example, it is possible to describethe
behavior of the reed by means of an instantaneous
function f(p,PM),which determines the air flow entering the acoustic tube in terms of the pressurePM
of the musician's mouth and the pressurep at the entrance of the acoustic tube, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In general, the shape of the function f() depends on
several physical parametersof the excitation. With
the clarinet, for example, changing the force exerted
on the reed by the performer'slips may result in a
dramaticvariation of the shape of the curve f). Even
if this is not a problem from a theoretical point of
view, such parametricdependence does not allow us
to implement f()in table-lookupform, which may result in high computational cost for simulating the
model.
The principalnovelty of this model with respect to
the previous ones is that this model makes use of the

Another way to think of excitation is as a component describedby a network of ideal mechanical
units such as springs,masses, and friction elements.
Roughly speaking, the masses are used to model the
inertial behavior of the excitation. The springswhich
generallyhave a nonlinear characteristicfunction)
take into account the elastic propertiesof the body of
the excitation, and the friction elements incorporate
its internal losses. The excitation is thus described
by a set of differentialequations that govern the dynamic behavior of these elements. Notice that this
model is not memoryless and thereforerequiresthe
specification of initial conditions. This may result in
a better approximationof the physical system we are
modeling.
A simple mechanical model of an excitation is
given by a mass and a nonlinear spring.Such a model
can been used, for example, to describethe hammer
of a piano (Suzuki 1987),and lends itself quite well
for modeling excitations that interact with a resonator (Borinet al. 1989),as shown in Fig. 3. In fact, it
provides a "force"signal to the string that depends
on the relative position of the string itself. This
model can also take into account external parameters and/or force signals that determine its motion.
Notice that a furthernonlinearity is given by the
"contact condition" between excitation and resonator. This nonlinearity is generally quite strong as it
almost always includes a "step function" derived
from the mechanical propertiesof the underlying
system.
The class of mechanical models of excitation is
rathergeneral;in fact, a number of models of the
bow, the reed, the lips, the tongue (Adrien1988),and
even of the glottis are available in literature.Each of
these models can be improvedby addingcomplexity
to the system. A very high level of detail can be
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Memoryless Nonlinear Model
Sometimes it is possible to describe the excitation by
means of a relationship such as y(t) = f[x(t), xE(t)],

Fig. 3. An example of a mechanical model of an excitation, the hammer of a
piano: (a) physical hammer, (b) model, (c) algorithm.

and synthesis can be based. Among the numerous
models for the analysis of linear systems are some
approachesthat lend themselves particularlywell to
musical synthesis. A short illustration of these
methods is presentedbelow.

a)

TransferFunction Models

b)

c)

u
A

B

f

reachedby means of a regularspatial subdivision of
the physical structure of the excitation in massive elements, which are connected to each other by means
of springsand friction elements. This method, however, which was successfully implemented in real
time by Cadoz, requires(at present)specialized hardware architecturesbecause of its very high computational cost.

Resonators
The description of a resonator,without serious loss
of generality, is reducible to that of a causal, linear,
and time-varyingdynamical system. The linear behavior, which is verified with excellent approximation in all cases of interest, is a strong hypothesis
upon which many useful assumptions for analysis

A "black-box"approachto the simulation of a resonator makes use of its functional input/output relationship, which, for the linearity assumption, can be
expressedin terms of transferfunction. Clearly, as a
result of the black-box approach,the physical structure of the resonatoris completely ignored.The resonator is thus a generic device that elaboratesan input
signal providedby the excitation (Schumacher1981).
Forthe sake of concreteness, we can think of the
black-box model of a resonatoras the implementation of a transformationof pairs of dual variables,
such as pressureand flow or velocity and force,
which are propagatedinside the resonatoritself.
Such a transformationconsists of the convolution of
the input signal with a certain kernel function (the
impulse response).
A particularlyinteresting alternative technique is
based on the descriptionof the homogeneous quantities that are propagatedin the resonatorin terms of
incident, transmitted, and reflected waveforms. For
many kinds of resonators,this descriptionallows us
to efficiently implement the transferfunction and to
identify it in several ways. For example, we can determine the impulse response analytically if we
know the equations that govern the physical behavior of the resonator(Nakamuraand Iwaoka 1986), or
experimentallyby measuring the impulse response
or the complex acoustic impedance. The principal
problem with this technique is that each point of the
resonatorcan be describedby a differenttransfer
function. This means that for each point that accesses the resonatorstructure it will be necessary to
define a differentfilter. Further,we must not forget
that, in most cases of interest, the transformationis
time varying-even a small variation of the model
parametersusually results in a substantial modification of the resonatorfilter. Clearly a musical instrument must be able to withstand continuous
Borin, DePoli, and Sarti
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variations of such parametersas the length of the
string in a violin (correspondingto the position of the
finger of the performer),or the length of the acoustic
tube (correspondingto the keys that are pressed)in a
trumpet. These are the variations that carrythe musical information!

Mechanical Models
Simulation of the resonatorstructurebased on a mechanical model can be consideredas complementary
with respect to the method just presented.In fact, it
is based on precise hypotheses which are drawnfrom
the mechanical structureof the resonator;a set of
differentialequations, whose solution representsthe
signal of interest, is derivedfrom the physical laws
that govern the behavior of the referencesystem.
The resonatorimplementation is the solution of
these equations (Hiller and Ruiz 1971). One class of
models comprises those that obey the classical equations of vibratingbodies. These are partialdifferential equations in the spatial coordinatesand in time.
In some simple cases it is possible to find the solution analytically. In general,however, it is necessary
to solve the equations numerically, whereby they
must be appropriatelyquantized.
In addition to these models it is appropriateto
mention a similar approach,the CORDISsystem
(Cadoz,Luciani, and Florens 1984),which can be
considereda technique of simulation by mechanical
model. This method is based on the decomposition
of the excitation into ideal mechanical elements.
Even if this method lends itself well to the simulation of several kinds of vibratingbodies such as
membranes, strings, bars, and plates, it does not lend
itself easily the simulation of acoustic tubes or, in
general,wind instruments. This model is able to describe the physical structureof a resonatorvery accurately, but it incurs a very high computational cost if
it is requiredto describe the motion of "all"points of
the resonator.This seems not to be necessary for deriving the musical information we need. In fact, the
sound of musical instruments, in general,can be related to the motion of a few importantpoints of the
resonator.
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WaveguideModels
The waveguide model is particularlyefficient for
modeling resonators;it is based on the analytic solution of the equation that describesthe propagationof
waves in a medium (Smith 1986, 1992).This model
is realizedwith delay lines, junction elements, and
filters and, as such, correspondsclosely to our perception of physical reality. In particular,by using
these elements, complex structurescan be built,
such as the bore of a clarinet, with holes and bell, or
groupsof strings that are coupled on a "resistive"
bridge(Gamett 1987).
Modal Synthesis Models
Another kind of resonatorcan be obtainedby means
of "modalsynthesis" (Adrien1991).In this kind of
model, techniques derivedfrom system theory are
used to reducea linear system to a collection of parallels of second-ordersystems, each of which is realized
as a dampedoscillator.Thus a certainmodularityand
structuralregularityare maintained.This technique
is "musicianfriendly"as it has control parameters
reminiscent of the classic methods of additiveand
subtractivesynthesis. In fact, the parallelmodes can
be thought of as sounds coming from resonantfilters.
The main drawbacksof this method are the difficulty
of handlingthe modal parametersand the complexity
of the descriptionof modal structure.

Interaction
Having discussed several strategiesfor modeling the
two functional blocks of musical instruments (excitation and resonator),we now consider the problem
of coupling these parts.
Feed-forward
The simplest coupling structurefor the functional
blocks of a synthesis model is the feed-forward
scheme, where the action of the excitation on the
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Fig. 4. Feed-forward
scheme.

E

Fig. 5. Feedback scheme.
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R
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resonatoris a unidirectional transferof information
as shown in Fig. 4. This structure lends itself particularly well for describingthose interaction mechanisms in which the excitation imposes an initial
condition on the resonatorand then leaves it free to
evolve on its own, or in which the excitation can be
treatedas a signal generator.In this last case we get a
"sourceplus linear filter" structure typical of feedforwardmethods. An example is given by any model
of human speech synthesis in which the model of
the excitation, representedby the glottis, acts on a
model of oral and nasal cavities (resonator)according
to a feed-forwardscheme. Usually the resonatoris a
simple filter, which makes the scheme a feed-forward subtractive synthesis model. In this situation,
the excitation is controlled by the performerand
does not receive any information from the resonator.
As a consequence, this model is unable to adequately
simulate complex transient behavior.

differenceof pressurebetween the mouth of the
performerand the entrance of the acoustic tube
(reaction).Therefore,the entering air flow and the
mouthpiece pressureare mutually dependent.This
example shows that the feedbackscheme lends
itself well to modeling persistently excited acoustic
instruments. Note that, even when free evolution
seems to be predominant,as in the piano sound, the
interaction between excitation and resonatoris critical in modeling transients where, from the point of
view of perception, it is crucial to the timbre of the
instrument.
The feedbackscheme is able to describethe behavior of an instrument very accuratelybecause the interaction between excitation and resonatoris the
principalelement responsiblefor the timbral dynamic evolution; however, it also has several drawbacks. In particular,because of its generality,its
applicationis sometimes difficult. In fact, to describe
the blocks and the mode of their interconnection is
not a straightforwardprocedure.Realizing a feedback
Feedback
scheme may result in a situation in which, in order
to preservethe descriptivemodularity, even if we are
A furtherdevelopment of the feed-forwardstructure combining explicit equations, we get model equais the feedbackinterconnection scheme shown in
tions that are in implicit form and cannot be elaboFig. 5 (McIntyre,Schumacher,and Woodhouse 1983), rated.This happens every time the output of a block
where the excitation takes into account the state of
that provides the feedbackinformation to another
the resonator,affordinga full exchange of informablock is instantaneously dependenton the input that
tion between the two blocks. Most traditionalinstru- receives information from that other block. In fact,
ments behave accordingto a scheme of this kind. An in this case, there is a closed loop without delay,
which gives rise to problems of noncomputability.
example in which the mutual dependencebetween
the excitation and the resonatorsignals is evident is
Another problem that arises when analyzing the
structuralpropertiesof the feedbackscheme is how
given by the clarinet. In this instrument the site of
the vibratoryphenomena is the bore, where the perto guaranteereal compatibility between the systems
turbations are due to the variations of the entering
to be interconnected. In fact, normally, the feedback
flow (action).This flow, however, depends on the ap- scheme does not allow blocks to be built indepenerture of the reed, which, in tur, is a function of the dently of each other.

Borin, DePoli, and Sarti
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Fig. 6. Interaction: threeblock scheme.

tion and the resonator.Block I also offers an approximate solution, acceptablefor sufficiently high sampling rates, to the problem of noncomputability due
to the topology of interconnection. It consists of inserting delay elements into the delay-freeloops; this
solution preservesthe modularity without affecting
the computational efficiency. As the excitation and
the resonatorare dynamical systems, the structure
guaranteesthat their definitions are given in an exModularInteraction
plicit form;thereforepossible computability problems are clustered into block I.
We have pointed out the majorproblems inherent in
After implementing several models accordingto
the feedback structure.These problems can be dealt
the above structure,we have found that in general
with by a synthesis structurebased on a three-block the interconnection block I causes a very modest inscheme (Borin,De Poli, and Sarti 1992; Borin et al.
crease of the overall computational cost, as it reas
in
illustrated
6.
We
assume
that
1989, 1992)
Fig.
quires only a few simple operations.Modularity
the E and R blocks, which stand for excitation and
requirementsare, however, in conflict with the desire to undertakea global optimization, which may
resonator,respectively, are both time-varyingdiscrete dynamical systems; R is normally linear, while reflect on the model's computational efficiency. On
no restrictions are made on E. Note that, as a pair of
the other hand, thanks to the decoupling and indediscrete dynamic systems, E and R are describedby
pendence properties,block I allows us to implement
means of explicit relationships. The vector x is the
E and R in parallelor pipeline hardwarearchitecexternal input of the excitation and pEandpR are vec- tures. This has a great effect on the overall perfortors of parametersthat, in general, are time-varying. mance with an improvement of computational
Roughly speaking, it appearsnatural to use the exter- efficiency. In general,block I cannot, connect blocks
nal input x to describe the actions that the musician
that are arbitrarilychosen. This mechanism of interperformsto produce the sound, while the parameters connection is proposedin orderto make reasonable
connections between compatible blocks in the simPEand PR can be used to describe the actions that
modulate the sound. The output vector y represents plest and most direct way.
the musical signals, while the other vectors carrythe
exchange of information between E and R throughI.
The interconnection block I acts as an interface;its
PhysicalModelsand SynthesisAlgorithms
main purpose is to separatethe excitation from the
The classical startingpoint of synthesis by physical
resonator,so that they can be designed indepenTo
I
block
the
informodels is simulating as accuratelyas possible the bedently.
accomplish this,
governs
mation exchange to ensure that the output of E is
havior of traditionalinstruments. In this context
compatible with the input of R, and vice versa.
synthesizing a sound means choosing a model of a
Notice that this scheme preservesthe feedback
traditionalinstrument, realizing a good implementastructure;thereforeit has the same description capa- tion of the methods presented above, and learning
bility as the feedbackscheme describedabove. As we how to control it in orderto both obtain traditional
can see, there is a certain degreeof modularity due to sounds and possibly to explore some unconventional
the interconnection block I, whose task is to adapt
timbre space using the model. This approachrethe exchanged signals with various conditioning opquires the development of very accuratecomputasuch
as
or
differtional models. Moreover,it requiresthat the
erations,
scaling, delay, integration,
entiation. In other words, it behaves like a decoupmusician acquirea certain performingcapabilityby
the
of
the
excitaing element, mediating
relationship
experimentationand interpretationof the parameters
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of the model; this is something that a musician does
with traditionalmusical instruments as well. A
more experimental method consists of utilizing various modular models to assemble a model of a complex vibratingstructure (Calvet, Laurens,and Adrien
1990).In an extreme case it is possible to use modules that are "really"elementary, like combinations
of masses, springs,and dampers(Florensand Cadoz
1991), or waveguide elements (Garett and MontReynaud 1988)
With this approachthe physical reality tends to be
the referenceelement for validating the results. The
classical synthesis by physical models, besides having a precise scientific meaning, is especially interesting for musical purposes,and there are other
(virtuallyinfinite) musical applications of this way of
synthesizing sounds; this fact will be clearerafter we
have examined synthesis by physical models from
the sound synthesis viewpoint.
Algorithms as Sound Abstractions
In traditionalmusic, the function of the instrument
is twofold; in fact, besides representingthe sound
generationprocess, an instrument can be seen as the
abstractionof a class of sounds characterizedby a
timbre, a dynamic behavior, and certain expressive
possibilities. We believe that the twofold function of
the generationprocess holds true in general,and can
be applied to synthetic instrument models as well
(Borin,De Poll, and Sarti 1990a).As far as the sound
generationprocess is concerned, a musical instrument consists of vibratingparts that producesound
and other parts that control it. In the case of synthetic instruments, there is some hardware-software
interface that connects the user and the algorithm.
The algorithm and its implementation are thus hidden by this interface, which ends up specializing the
algorithm itself toward the generation of a certain
categoryof sounds. Ignoringthe mechanism that produces the sound, a performerlearns how to obtain
the desiredresults by acting on the control mechanisms. The musician thus works only with the interface and-considering the interpretationof the
underlyingmechanisms providedby the instrument

designer-builds his or her conceptual model of the
instrument, and develops a certain performancepractice for obtaining the desired sounds.
To understandthe function of the model as an abstraction of a class of sounds, we should not forget
that it is common sense to classify a timbre or a
whole class of timbres accordingto the mechanism
of sound generation.For example, we normally speak
of woodwinds meaning those instruments (made
originally of wood) in which the mechanism of generation is given by the interaction of an acoustic tube
and a "virtual"reed, which is intended as a device
whose aim is to modify the air flow accordingto a
differenceof pressure(e.g., clarinet and flute). Another example is given by brass instruments, which
are characterizedby the fact that the excitation is
providedby the vibration of the lips of the performer.
In a similar way we identify classes of synthetic timbres with the algorithms that generate them. More
precisely, while acoustic instruments are characterized by the mechanism of productionof the sound,
synthetic classes of sounds are characterizedby the
structureof the algorithm.
The Structureof Algorithms
A good sound is characterizedby its complex dynamic behavior,which dependsboth on external
control and on the internal structureof the synthesis
scheme. We think that sound complexity which is
due mainly to the sound productionmechanism is
always preferablewith respect to a technique in
which the desired sonority is obtainedby utilizing
external control, as it makes the choice of parameters much easier and more natural.If we examine
various synthesis algorithms from a structuralpoint
of view (De Poli 1992), we find that the simplest
structureis that of direct generation.This structure
describesall of the techniques that are based on the
combination of the outputs of one or more independently operatingblocks, as in additive or granular
synthesis. Practicallyspeaking,when using algorithms that have this structure,it is necessary to
specify many parameters,and the result dependson
the coherence with which these parametersare cho-
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sen. This coherence is not a built-in propertyof the
parisonlimits the possibilities of this technique bestructure;it must be guaranteedduringthe specifica- cause, in general, a serious comparisonbetween realtion of the parameters.
ity and simulated results cannot give satisfactory
A second categoryof algorithms is characterized
results; even a state-of-the-artmodel is only a rough
by a feed-forwardmultiblock structure in which
approximationof a traditionalmusical instrument.
some blocks generate a signal that is supplied to
Furthermore,in the system implementation, the
other blocks for a post-processing.This class incomputational costs may result in furthersimplificacludes all linear and nonlinear techniques such as
tions to the models that can effectively be simulated.
subtractive synthesis, amplitude and frequency
Indeed,referencesto the real world are somewhat armodulation synthesis, and some early examples of
bitraryand unmotivated, since we give importance
model
An
characterisphysical
synthesis.
important
mainly to the musical reality (Borin,De Poli, and
tic of the feed-forwardalgorithms is a certain inherSarti 1990b).Fromour point of view, synthesis by
ent sound complexity arising from their structure.In physical models-being a sort of a musical reality
other words, by choosing a synthesis technique in
"generator"on its own-makes it possible to take
this class, we begin to give the structurethe task of
inspirationfrom the real world in orderto derive
in
the
sound.
our
synthesized
producing"complexity"
interpretationof it without forcingus to limit
The dynamic behavior,however, must still be speci- experimentationto the usual physical equations.
fied by the user.
This leads us to focus our attention on the strucA third class of algorithms is characterizedby an
tures, and marginallyon the physical interpretation.
Structuresare responsiblefor the generationof hointeracting multiblock structure.The simplest example of this scheme consists of a pair of blocks
mogeneous sounds, while interpretationscan be
coupled in feedback.Synthesis by physical models is consideredas useful or limiting tools, depending
a special case of this structure that has a precise
on particularsituations.
A typical situation in which physical interpretaphysical interpretationas well. This interpretationis
useful for identifying the parametersof the controls
tion is important is when we need to specify the conof the models, and sometimes also for evaluating
trol parametersof an instrument. Algorithms that
are derivedfrom physical models are inherently ropropertiessuch as stability or convergence.But
again, its main advantageis the fact that the proper- bust with respect to control configurations.This
ties of the producedsonorities can be identified with propertyarises from the fact that physical models
the structureof the class of algorithms to which it
possess characteristicsof passivity and stability,
which allow us to make an a priorichoice as to the
belongs.
parametricvariations allowed and to forecast the effects on the output. Thereforethe physical interpretation of the structure,besides facilitating the
Models
Pseudophysical
parametriccontrol of the instrument, providesthe
musician with a conceptual model that is very close
model
refers
to
the
real
world
not
to his or her experience. Startingfrom these considPhysical
synthesis
to
find
for
modonly
inspiration building conceptual
erations, it becomes extremely interesting to experibut
also
to
ment
with structuresthat are not anchoredin
els,
identify system implementation parametersand, most importantly, to evaluate the
physical reality and whose only constraints are staresults. This is not a peculiar characteristicof this
bility and passivity. These models take physical realsynthesis method; results are often comparedwith
ity only as a source of inspirationbut cannot be
natural sounds for qualitative judgment duringsynstrictly consideredas physical. Forall of these reathesis using any technique. But synthesis by physical sons, pseudophysicalmodels representa field of
models has the unique feature of taking this refersound synthesis that has yet to be explored.
ence as its validating hypothesis. We think this com-
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Conclusion
Synthesis by physical models, begun as a method for
studying the physical behavior of traditional musical
instruments, is gaining interest as a method for producing music. There are still many tasks remaining

as far as the researchof efficient and effective algorithms for simulating the various vibratingstructures are concerned.This is especially true when
considering the problem of making the algorithms
suitable for parametercontrol purposesand making
them useful as aids to our intuition in the choice of
control parametersfor performance.This can be
achieved by providingan easier interpretationof the
relationships among parameters,and a physical interpretationlends itself well to this purpose.
Synthesis by physical models can itself be considered as a musical "realitygenerator."The model
should not be interpretedin orderto compare the
quality of such musical reality with that of traditional instruments, but to help to "conceptualize"
such a reality. As a consequence it might be particularly interesting to create structures that are not required to have any physical interpretationand have
the only constraint of being stable and passive. In
this case physical reality is taken only as a source of
inspiration and is not used as a referencefor a qualitative judgmentof the sonority produced.
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